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ABSTRACT

Final project entitled "Evening dress with source idea Sampe Resources and displayed in a fashion show New Light Heritage" has a purpose, namely to: 1) Creating evening dress design with a source of ideas "sampe", 2) Make an evening dress of the night with a source the idea of "sampe", 3) Holding fashion show with theme of 'New Light Heritage' evening dress featuring a source of ideas "sampe".

Beginning the process of fashion design creation evening dress is to examine the theme of Heritage East Kalimantan, "sampe" the traditional music instrument is a source of ideas that authors use to create an evening dress. In creating this evening party dress, constituent elements and design principles apply to design clothes that are created in the form of a long dress with a silhouette ‘I’ that resembles the shape of sampe decorated with paintings and unique Dayak couture with a silhouette of A. Fabric used is white cloth simmer bones and black velvet with Lining Asahi. The process of making the evening dress includes three phases: 1) The stages include preparation of design work, taking the size, pattern making and design of materials and prices, 2) the implementation phase includes the laying of the pattern, cutting and stitching marking, basting and grafting, evaluation process I, suturing, and evaluation II, 3) Stages of the evaluation results conducted during the design creation process. In a fashion show through three stages, namely: 1) Preparation includes the establishment of the committee, determine the themes, set goals, determine the time and place, setting up support facilities, and determine the budget, 2) Implementation of the organizing fashion shows with the theme of Heritage New Light on May 25, 2012 in Auditorium, Yogyakarta state of university followed by 85 students, 3) the final evaluation of the whole which includes the preparation, execution sampe the execution of fashion shows.

Results of Final Project of evening dress with a source of ideas Sampe. Prose evening dress-making, there are three stages, namely preparation, implementation, and evaluation of results. Clothing is created according to a source of ideas, design, and sewing techniques. In a fashion show party nights consists of the three stages, namely preparation, implementation, evaluation of results. Night Party outfit with Sampe Resources and displayed in a New Light Heritage fashion show, modeled by a model of YAM Yogyakarta on 1 session with sequence number 13.
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